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This study aims to develop a methodology to quantify and assess the monitor unit (MU) for a
radiotherapy treatment simulation using the Monte Carlo method. For this study was reproduced
a standard treatments considering that the patient has low risk prostate cancer. In low risk prostate
cancer, the Clinical Target Volume (CTV) should be restricted to the prostate only and the Plan-
ning Target Volume (PTV) was considered 1 cm beyond the CTV. An additional 0.6 cm margin is
added to account for penumbra. In this treatment we use 6 MeV photons, the four-field box tech-
nique and 2 Gy daily fractions, 50 cGy for each treatment field. The irradiations were performed
using the Siemens Oncor Expression linear accelerator belonging to the service of the Clinicas
Oncologicas Integradas (COI/RJ), modeled and validated using the MCNPX code.
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1. Introduction

In conformal radiotherapy is used a software called the Treatment Planning System (TPS)
to perform treatment planning, in order to obtain conformal field to the treatment volume, that is
shaped to match the target volume, allowing to increase the radiation dose delivered to the tumor,
to improve treatment outcomes and reduce the dose of radiation that reaches the normal tissues [1].
Monitor Unit calculation in Treatment Planning Systems is done using dose calculations algorithms
for the release of the prescribed dose to the patient [2]. ICRU Report 62 [3] as the work of Mijnheer
[4] and Wambersie [5] proposed that the uncertainty in the delivered dose must not be greather than
± 3.5 %. These uncertainties can be introduced during treatment (including the calibration of the
treatment unit) or during the process of determination of monitor units. Errors in the determination
of the MU, arising from the planning phase, could potentially affect the entire course of treatment.
The limits on deviations in the calculation of monitor unit in clinical practice is 3.5 % [6]. A
procedure for calculating the Monitor Unit is necessary to ensure that the delivered is accurate.
In this work, we used a methodology for monitor unit calculation using the MCNPX code, for a
prostate cancer treatment based in the MAX06 phantom, to ensure that the prescribed dose used
in treatment of prostate cancer is delivered properly. Using the four field technique, cerrobend
blocks are used for shaping the radiation beam, the prescribed dose is 50 cGy at isocenter for each
treatment field.

2. Methods and Materials

2.1 Monte Carlo Modeling of the Siemens Oncor Expression Linear Accelerator

The main components of Siemens ONCOR Expression linear accelerator belonging to the
radiotherapy service of the Clínicas Oncológicas Integradas (COI), have been modeled using the
Monte Carlo code MCNPX [7], from the combination of different surfaces such as: parallelepipeds,
cylinders, pyramids and plans. The accelerator was validated applying the phase space technique,
based on the dosimetric parameters: Percentage depth dose (PDD), the beam profiles and the pho-
ton spectrum, obtained for a square field of dimensions 10x10 cm2 in a water tank of dimensions
30x30x30 cm3, considering the source surface distance (SSD) of 100 cm and the photon energy
equal to 6 MeV. The depth of maximum dose (dmax) is 1.5 cm. The generation of the phase space
was performed in Orion Cluster System, belonging to the Neutron Laboratory of the Institute of
Radiation Protection and Dosimetry (IRD).

2.2 The MAX06 Phantom

The MAX (Male Adult voXel) phantom was developed by Kramer [8], based on segmented
images of an adult male patient VOX_TISS8 provided by Zubal in 2001 [9], has its masses of
organs and tissues in agreement with the reference values of ICRP 89 [10]. The MAX06 phantom
[11] is an update of the MAX phantom to improve compatibility with the ICRP 103 [12]. Since it is
included structures such as bronchi, the lymph nodes and the prostate that were not available in the
original phantom. The skeleton of the new phantom was subdivided into compact, spongy, yellow
bone marrow and cartilage, adding even more to the skeletal structure heterogeneities. There were
also changes in the voxel edge of 3.6 mm to 1.2 mm for the MAX06 phantom, this reduction
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causes the voxels increase in the order of 27 times. Figure 2.8 shows a cross section of the MAX06
phantom.

Figure 1: The MAX06 phantom

2.3 Conformal Radiotherapy for Prostate Cancer

This study was simulated a treatment of prostate cancer at low risk so that both the gross tumor
volume (GTV) as the clinical target volume (CTV) are restricted to prostate only. In general, in
this type of procedure is added a 1 cm margin around the CTV to define the PTV, to compensate
possible variations both in the daily patient positioning as anatomical changes during treatment. To
consider the penumbra due to the collimator block [13] is necessary to add a margin of 0.6 cm.
For irradiation was used four field technique considering: one anterior field (0o), another posterior

Figure 2: CTV-PTV margin: 1 cm, penumbra: 0.6 cm

(180o) and two lateral fields (90o and 270o), equally weighted. The radiation beam is shaped using
blocks cerrobend.

Figure 3: Margin around the prostate to model the collimator block in the plane of the isocenter

Treatment was administered at a daily dose of 2 Gy, the sum of 50 cGy for each treatment field
used. To ensure proper delivery of the prescription dose in the isocenter of treatment was necessary
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to perform the calibration of the monitor unit (MU), determining the number of photons arriving at
the position of the isocenter treatment to ensure that the desired dose is delivered.

2.4 Monitor Unit Calculation

For the calculation of the monitor unit for the treatment of prostate cancer using the four-field
technique presented in this work, the methodology presented by Reis Junior [14]. The calculation
for the monitor unit (MU) was performed for a source-surface distance (SSD) of 100 cm, a water
phantom of 30x30x30 cm3, a collimated field defined by cerrobend block, for each angle of treat-
ment. A technique for generating phase space provided by MCNPX code was used to simulate the
source dimensions 10x10 cm2 located above the collimator blocks.

Figure 4: Scheme used to calculate the monitor unit

To optimize the computational time the doses were determined by tally F6 (MeV/g) of MC-
NPX code, using as detector cells two voxel of dimensions 0.15 x0.15 x 0.15 cm3 equal to the
MAX06 voxel phantom modified, and positioned at the depth of maximum dose (dmax =1.5 cm)
and the depth of isocenter (iso), located in the center of mass of the prostate.

Treatment Angle Isocenter (cm)
0o 9.89
90o 20.17

180o 16.34
270o 22.13

Table 1: Depth of isocenter for each treatment angle.

For each treatment field, doses were determined using the F6dmax (MeV/g) and F6iso (MeV/g)
commands to the above depths (Table 1). Doses were subsequently converted to gray (Gy) using
the equations 2.1 and 2.2:

D1photon(dmax) = F6dmax(
MeV

g
) = F6dmax

1.602x10−10J
10−3Kg

= F6dmaxx1.602x10−10Gy (2.1)

D1photon(iso) = F6iso(
MeV

g
) = F6iso

1.602x10−10J
10−3Kg

= F6isox1.602x10−10Gy (2.2)
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At first the dose (DP) was prescribed at a depth of maximum dose (dmax) and the number of
photons required to deliver DP was calculated by equation 2.3.

Numbero f photons =
DP

D1photon(dmax)
(2.3)

For the treatment was prescribed a dose equal to 50 cGy at isocenter for each field considered.
Once the linear accelerator used was calibrated at 1 MU ≡ 1 cGy under reference conditions men-
tioned above, the prescription of 50 cGy at the depth of maximum dose is 50 MU, which leads to
the conclusion that the unit monitor, MUdmax, at the depth of maximum dose, dmax, is numerically
equal to the prescribed dose, DP. Naturally, the dose at the isocenter (Diso) will be given by equa-
tion 2.4, where the number of photons is related to the amount of photons required to deliver the
prescribed dose (DP) at the depth of maximum dose, dmax.

Diso = D1photon(iso)xNumbero f photons (2.4)

Therefore, to ensure that the dose to the isocenter of the injury is numerically equal to the
initially prescribed dose at the depth of maximum dose (50 cGy), it will be necessary to increase the
number of monitor units, by the fact that fewer photons arrive at greater depths due to attenuation
in the material (water). The Monitor Unit (MUiso) required to administration of the prescribed dose
at the depth of isocenter is numerically equal to the product of the prescribed dose DP (MUdmax),
and the ratio between the prescribed dose at the depth of maximum dose (DP) and the dose at the
isocenter (Diso), as described in the equation 2.5.

MUiso = MUdmaxx
DP

Diso
(2.5)

3. Results

In Table 2 are shown the monitor unit (MU) calculated using the methodology of section 2.4 as
well as that obtained from the Prowess Panther treatment planning system (TPS) belonging to the
COI, to ensure that the prescribed dose is properly delivered in the depth of isocenter. The results
shown that the monitor units obtained using the TPS and Monte Carlo simulation increase as the
depth of the isocenter.

Treatment Angle Isocenter (cm) MU calculated MU TPS Percentage Relative Error
0o 9.89 78.75 81.1 2.89

90o 20.17 145.51 149.2 2.47
180o 16.34 115.50 119.2 3.10
270o 22.13 164.01 167.2 1.90

Table 2: Monitor Unit for the simulated treatment.

The results generated using the Monte Carlo simulations remained slightly below the respec-
tive values obtained using the Prowess Panther treatment planning system. As can be seen in Table
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2 the maximum difference obtained by comparing the values generated using the MCNPX code
and the treatment planning system was 3.1 % for the incidence angle equal to 180o. The results for
the other angles showed smaller relative differences.

4. Conclusions

After analyzing the results, it can be seen that the relative differences obtained by comparing
the values of monitor units generated using the treatment planning system and the Monte Carlo
method, remained at levels below 3.1 %, which is within the uncertainties accepted in clinical
practice [6]. The results obtained from the comparative study between the values of monitor units,
considering the linear accelerator modeled using the Monte Carlo method and the Planning System
Prowess Panther proved satisfactory within the limits of tolerance in dose delivery using the tech-
nique of radiotherapy. This agreement validates the methodology for the calculation of monitor
units using the Monte Carlo method presented in this study.
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